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Leicester Secular Society seeks assurance on child protection

AN OPEN LETTER
The Secular Society is seeking
assurances from the City and
County Councils about the
teaching of fundamental human
values in local schools. This follows
the events that have unfolded in
some Birmingham schools.

Letter from the President

LEARNERS TODAY
RELIGIOUS TOMORROW

Leicester Secular Society maintains
that it is essential that all children
receive a broad and balanced
education in an environment that
is free from discrimination on the
basis of religion, gender or sexual
orientation and that prepares
them for life in wider society.
The Society supports the proposal
that all schools should be required
to promote the fundamental
human values of democracy, the
rule of law, individual liberty and
mutual respect and tolerance of
those with different faiths and
beliefs.
All schools should be required to
ensure their pupils learn about all
the major world religions and
beliefs and that pupils, staff and
parents are treated with tolerance
and respect, without
discrimination.
Leicester Secular Society is
opposed to the current law that
allows faith schools to proselytise
their pupils.
It is also opposed to the
requirement that all pupils
participate in a daily act of
collective worship.

An open letter has been sent to both
the Mayor of Leicester, Sir Peter
S o u l s b y, a n d t h e L e a d e r o f
Leicestershire County Council,
Nicholas Rushton, from Gush
Bumbra, President of Leicester this reason, he feels that it is essential
Secular Society. The letter states that: that children are educated to
understand, tolerate and respect
A major part of children's development
those brought up in different
is learning about the fundamental
cultures and beliefs. He makes clear
human values of democracy, the rule of
that it should be a core duty of local
law, individual liberty and mutual
authorities to ensure that this is the
respect and tolerance of those with
case. For this reason the Leicester
different faiths and beliefs.
Secular Society is seeking
Bearing in mind the events that have
confirmation that systems are in
unfolded with schools in Birmingham, I
place to monitor the situation.
would welcome your assurance that
your authority has measures in place to
New petition launched over daily worship in schools
ensure that all schools within your area
(whether or not of a religious character)
are educating their students about these
fundamental human values (described A petition has been launched on change.org calling on political parties to
commit to ending compulsory worship in schools. With parties
by the government as British values)
developing their education policies ahead of next year's general election,
Diverse Populations
the petition calls on the Conservatives, Labour and Liberal Democrats to
In his letter, Gush comments that
make a commitment to removing the requirement on schools to hold acts
both Leicestershire and Birmingham
of worship.
have a very diverse population. For
continued on page 2

END COMPULSORY WORSHIP

Laicism - Charitable Status? - Creationism Banned - Positive Money - Housing Crisis Ignored

WHAT’S ON
at the
Secular Hall
Sunday 13th July, 6.30pm
WADJDA. It started with a bicycle. Award-winning film
of life for a young girl in Saudi Arabia. Subtitles. Free
entry.

Sunday 20th July, 6.30pm
Tony Benn and the tradition of British radicalism. Jad
Adams, official biographer of the late Tony Benn, will
present this topic during which we will pay tribute to
Tony Benn, a lifetime honorary member of Leicester
Secular Society.

Sunday 27th July, 6.30pm
Oh! What a Lovely War. The film version of the famous
satirical musical about WWI. Directed by Richard
Attenborough, the film contains songs that epitomise
the black humour of the troops and those left behind.
Our contribution to commemorating the start of the
slaughter one hundred years ago this week. Free entry.

NO EVENING MEETINGS IN AUGUST
Sunday, 10 August, 11:00 am
Sunday Assembly

7th September, 6.30pm
Scotland Independence Referendum debate chaired
by George Ballantyne.

14th September
Heritage Open Day Guided tours round the building,
videos and an exhibition.

14th September, 6.30pm
Local opposition to World War One, Ned Newitt
looks at the opposing attitudes to World One in
Leicester. Illustrated.

21st September, 6.30pm
A coach trip - details to follow

28th September, 6.30pm
Infidel Feminism by Laura Schwartz, Assistant
Professor of Modern British History at Warwick
University. Dr Schwartz has researched the life of
Harriet Law. This is an everybody's reading event – a
book presentation by the author.

12th October, 6.30pm
Poetry night

.
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Petition on School Worship
Legality Widely Ignored
The legal obligation on schools in England and Wales
to provide 'broadly Christian' acts of worship was
introduced by the 1944 Education Act, but is widely
flouted by schools. In a recent BBC commissioned
ComRes poll, 64% of parents reported that there was
no daily worship in their children’s school. Just 30%
of parents said the law that prescribes a daily act of
worship should be enforced.
The National Secular Society said schools that follow
the law are forcing children to take part in worship
regardless of what they believe, violating their
religious freedom.

Opt-out not used
An opt-out allows parents to withdraw their
children from worship but is not widely used as it
draws unwanted attention to children and means
they miss out on other aspects of assemblies. Other
than sixth-form pupils, children and young people
are not permitted to excuse themselves from acts of
worship.

School Governors
The National Governors' Association last week
became the latest body to recommend that the 70year-old law should be scrapped. In a policy
statement it pointed out that an "act of worship"
implies belief in a particular faith which was
"meaningless" when schools are made up of pupils of
different cultures and religions. At its recent meeting
the NGA's Policy Committee decided that the NGA
should seek the abolition of the requirement.
Stephen Evans, National Secular Society campaigns
manager, urged people of all faiths and none to get
behind the campaign. He said:
A law that requires worship is incompatible with genuine
commitment to religious freedom. Even with limited
withdrawal rights, requiring a daily act of worship, in
which pupils by law are required to 'take part',
undermines young people's freedom of religion or belief
and impedes parents' abilities to raise their children in
accordance with their own religious or philosophical
convictions.
"Plenty of opportunities exist within the school
curriculum to promote the spiritual, moral, social and
cultural development of pupils. School assemblies with an
ethical framework also have an important role to play, but
legally imposed acts of worship are not necessary to
achieve these educational goals."

Creationism As Science Is Banned
The Government has changed the rules to stop Academies and Free
Schools from teaching pseudoscientific ideas such as creationism as
scientifically valid. This will apply to both those that already exist and
those that will open in the future .
The changes have been made through extending an explicit ban to all
future Academies and Free Schools. It has made it clear that it believes the
requirement to teach a broad and balanced curriculum means no existing
Academies and Free Schools can teach pseudoscience either.
But in March the Government extended all of these rules to future standalone Academies (i.e. those not part of a multi-Academy trust that do not
already exist), as well as introducing new rules to stop religious
discrimination in Free Schools from extending beyond the areas of
admissions, employment, RE and assemblies (i.e. into areas such as other
parts of the curriculum, uniform or food policies). From September, the
national curriculum will include a module on evolution at the primary
level.
advertiser’s announcement

from the
editor
State funding of faith
schools: ‘irrational’
Last year Education Secretary,
Michael Gove opened the new
Krishna Avanti Hindu Free School
in Leicester. This year a Sikh free
school, Falcons Primary, will open
on a former hospital site on Gipsy
Lane . We do not know how many
more are in the pipeline, because
the Government is very secretive
about applications.
We do know that 27 of the 104
approved applications to establish
new English schools in 2015, are
from religious groups. This
includes 13 Christian, seven
Islamic and four Sikh applications.
The continued fragmentation of
our education system along
religious lines is now being
questioned by those from faith
backgrounds. Manzoor Moghal
arued recently that: governing
bodies can easily push the majority
pupil population and the teachers into
their own cultural and religious
practices......the only way to effectively
tackle the problem of Islamic
extremism in these schools is to make
them all secular, like in France.
According to Sundip Meghani, a
Leicester City Councillor :
State funding for faith schools seems to
me irrational and counter-intuitive.
We don't allow council tenants to be
housed on the basis of faith or NHS
hospitals to have separate wards for
different religions. Yet with statefunded faith schools we permit a
religious apartheid, where the next
generation of citizens are segregated
along doctrinal lines in line with their
parents' beliefs.
The Secularist fully supports his
view that in a multicultural society:
We should have secular public services
which treat all equally, irrespective of
belief.

Leicester Secularist
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Sunday Bike Re-Assembly...

Regulator bans censorship of exam papers in faith schools

EXAM SUCCESS!

Faith schools will no longer be allowed to redact
questions about evolution and reproduction from
science exam papers. The exam regulator has said that
any attempt to do so will be treated as "malpractice."
Ofqual has made clear that exam boards must not enter
into agreements with schools to allow redactions. Any
agreements currently in place should be withdrawn
before any further assessments are taken. In a letter to
the National Secular Society, the Chief Regulator,
Glenys Stacey, said:
From a regulatory perspective we don't think it is in
students' best interests to have exam questions redacted from
an exam paper. Such a practice denies students the
opportunity to demonstrate their full potential across the
curriculum they should have been taught and therefore
disadvantages them.
An investigation by the National Secular Society in
2013 revealed that exam questions on science papers
had been redacted by teachers at Yesodey Hatorah
Jewish Voluntary Aided girls' secondary school. A
freedom of information request by the NSS revealed
that the practice was more widespread than this
particular school, and that exam boards, the exam
regulator and the government had all been colluding
with faith schools to shield pupils from key scientific
concepts.

National cycle charity CTC, Streetvibe at The Grove,
Leicester City of Sanctuary and the Sunday Assembly
Leicester are offering to take in old bikes in
reasonable condition, repair them and give them to
young people in Braunstone, via The Grove. They will
also provide them to refugees and asylum seekers,
via Leicester City of Sanctuary.
The groups held the first repair/ drop-off session at
the Secular Hall on June 7.
If you have a bike you would like to pass on, ring 0116
373 7588 or e-mail: Leicester-cyclingchampions@ctc.org.uk.
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The exam board in question, OCR, had originally said
they intended to come to an agreement with schools
concerned over "how, when and where the redactions take
place – but at the same time respecting their need to do this in
view of their religious beliefs.” This was described by the
education minister Elizabeth Truss as a ‘proportionate
and reasonable response.’
However, in a dramatic change of policy, OCR issued a
statement, to condemning the practice:
We have now been able to consider our position and have
concluded that as a matter of policy schools should not be
permitted to tamper with question papers prior to a student
sitting an exam.

AS I PLEASE

Hamish Whiteley
AS I PLEASE
is a sentence I never thought I would
write. I met some interesting bluff
Yorkshire types, one of whom
explained to me the problem he
would have if asked to wear a red
rose to a wedding. I met two elderly
folk in t he Sk ipt on Tourist
information office.

Events at the Secular Hall
Anu Kapur and I are taking over
organising the programme of
events for 2015 following Harry
Perry's shift doing the job.
Although Harry has arranged an
excellent and varied programme of
events over the past year and a bit,
attendances remain unpredictable
and sometimes disappointing.
Why? Do we put on too many
events, or the wrong sort of events,
or are there too many competing
attractions on a Sunday evening?
Maybe we are still not getting it
right so we are making an appeal to
members for topics and speakers
and events you would like us to
hypocrisy and corruption of those
include in the programme.
in power, (including the church of
Please help us with this, the course), sexual freedom and sexual
programme of events is the very repression and the general idiocy of
core of what we do and has to be the ruling class, subjects that my
good.
newspaper tell me are still on the
The programme inevitably reflects agenda. Orton railed against the
to some extent the interests of the status quo, and much has changed
person or people putting it since he wrote. Wonderful that an
together, making suggestions now aspiring working class actor from
will help to avoid a programme of the Saff could see things so clearly
talks about cycling, gardening and and make such great art from the
grandchildren, so please talk to world around him. We should have
either Anu or myself or indeed any a t a l k a b o u t O r t o n i n t h e
board member about this.
forthcoming programme.

Joe Orton
On Sunday the 29th I went to the
university to join in the celebrations
of the 50th anniversary of the first
production of Joe Orton's
'Entertaining Mr Sloane.' Orton's
sister Leonie was there, along with
the good and the wise for a
programme of talks and a showing
of an early TV production of Sloane,
starring Sheila Hancock and
Edward Woodward.

And good news that Margaret Jull
Costa who spoke to the society
about Jose Saramago a while ago
has been awarded the OBE for
services to literature. I re-read
Saramago's 'All The Names' to
celebrate. I'm not really in favour of
awards and gongs and honorary
members and all that sort of thing,
but I do like the idea of Services to
Literature.

Tour de Yorkshire

It is interesting that the focus of I went up to Yorkshire to see the
Orton's wit and anger was the Tour de France last weekend. That

The town was festooned with
bunting, yellow bicycles and
thousands of cyclists and this couple
were asking the attendant what was
going on. 'T'tour de France? What?
Here in Skipton? Why?' The long
queue behind seemed very patient.

?
Whose Heads
And as part of the general
improvements I found myself up a
ladder cleaning the lights outside
the building staring at the heads
outside face to face.
I was
wondering if we were to build a
Secular Hall today whose heads
would go on the front.
Any
suggestions? Joe Orton, of course,
but who else?

Leicester Secularist
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John Catt

Should the Secular Society obtain Charitable Status?
As members who have attended AGMs and half year
report meetings will be aware, the issue as to whether
or not the Hall and/or Society should seek to obtain
charitable status has arisen from time to time. Some
members appear to be vehemently opposed to the
idea, equating it with government control, whilst
others are ambivalent and some strongly in favour.
The Board think that this is an issue that members
need to give proper consideration to and that a short
debate at a general meeting, including much
anecdotal evidence is not the best way to come to any
decisions on the matter.

Ÿ charities can’t take part in certain political

activities, such as campaigning for a change in
government;
Ÿ registered charities must provide public, up-to-

date information about their activities and
finances
In his next article John will ask Should the Society have
any involvement with Charitable Status?
More details can be found at
http://www.charitycommission.gov.uk

City Council to provide Information Board

I have therefore been asked to provide some articles
for the Secularist setting out my understanding of
what charitable status involves and the benefits that
we might derive from it. I must declare that I favour
seeking ways of obtaining charitable status for our
efforts to retain and refurbish the Hall, if not for the
Society. The Board would welcome articles from
those opposed to the idea setting out the drawbacks
and problems such a course might involve.

Our History on Display

What is a Charity?

The Boards are going out under the heading of
Thomas Cook’s Victorian Leicester. This may
cause Thomas Cook to rotate in his grave. Cook
was one of those who objected to the Secularists
meeting in the Temperance Hall. Their
exclusion from that building was the reason for
the building of the Secular Hall.

Charities exist to benefit the public, not specific
individuals. Because of this charities are restricted in
what they can do and how they work. They must
follow charity law, including:
Ÿ telling the Charity Commission and the public

about their activities;

The City Council is to place an information
board outside the Hall (by the bikes). The
design below is the one which will be used.
This should help bring people’s attention to the
building and will include both the QR code and
the website address. (QR code is the trademark
for the square looking barcode)

Ÿ only do things that are charitable according to the

law;
Ÿ be run by trustees who do not usually personally

benefit from the charity.
This means that they cannot be run for the benefit of
other bodies, although they can work with other
bodies in pursuing any objective that coincides with
the objects of the charity and are for public benefit.

Restrictions
The main restrictions of a charity are:
Ÿ charity trustees cannot normally be paid;
Ÿ charities can’t usually benefit anyone connected

with the charity, for example giving work to a
trustee’s family member or company;
Ÿ charities can only do things the law recognises as

being charitable;
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Ned Newitt on Tim Brown’s lecture on Social Housing

The Crisis is That is Ignored
Britain is in the grip of a housing
shortage. Soaring rents, poor
conditions and rising homelessness
are the end result. This was the
message of Tim Brown’s recent
lecture..

B o r r o w i n g R e q u i r e m e n t wa s
invented as a measure of public
indebtedness. As a result, spending
on council housing has been tightly
controlled together with the rest of
general government debt. In other
countries spending on housing is
controlled separately and their
borrowing is regulated by their own
business plans and their own
borrowing rules. This PSBR rule
effectively ended Council house
building and shifted the emphasis to
Housing Associations whose
borrowing was not covered by the
rule.

He described how home ownership
has now slipped out of reach for
many young people. With average
house prices now almost seven times
people’s incomes, it’s becoming more
and more difficult for young people
to save up and buy a home of their
own. In the last decade, home
ownership fell for the first time since
records began. Yet despite the
human misery created by the When I was Chair of Leicester’s
shortage, it is a crisis that has been Housing Committee in the early
1990s, there were continual demands
largely ignored by the media.
for a change in the ‘PSBR rules’ that
Bleak Prospects
The root of the problem is the lack of made it hard for councils to borrow
investment. We now build fewer to invest in council housing.
houses than at any time since the
Second World War. There are now
4.5 million people in housing need.
There is a consensus that in England
we need to provide about 100,000
new affordable homes each year. In
reality, we are building significantly
less than half this figure. Our
spending on housing lags far behind
other Western European countries.

Brown & Blair

Before the 1997 election there was a
head of steam behind making
changes to this rule. Many people
believed these changes could lead to
a major increase in housing
investment and a renaissance in
council house building. The
influential reports from the
Chartered Institute of Housing
However, with the general election gained much support for the move.
only 15 months away, politicians are The fact that Blair and Brown did not
waking up to the need to be seen to c h a n g e t h e P S B R r u l e s a y s
be doing something about the something about the New Labour
a f f o r d a b l e h o u s i n g c r i s i s . Government. It also tells us about
Unfortunately, the scale of the the mindset of civil servants and the
problem will not be solved quickly or power of Treasury conventions.
by a rash of piecemeal initiatives Radical Initiatives
designed to catch a headline.
Housing Associations have not been
Treasury Rules
able to fill the gap left by the halt in
Tim made the case that the problem council housing. Historically their
began when Mrs Thatcher made the rents have always been higher and
sale of heavily discounted council today they behave more like plc’s,
houses mandatory. The houses sold rather than housing providers
have never been replaced. During rooted in a local community.
the 1976 IMF crisis, the Public Sector In the absence of big changes to

Treasury rules, Tim favoured some
interesting housing initiatives from
abroad like Community Land Trusts
& Community Development
Corporations, Self-build, and
Housing Co-operatives. However,
the question remains whether any of
these non traditional organisations
could deliver the amount of housing
that is actually needed.

Anti Social Housing
17% of the population now rent from
private landlords. They face
insecurity of tenure, being let
property for a year at a time. There is
also the emergence of ’revenge’
evictions made when tenants dare to
complain to Environment Health
about the condition of a property.
After the lecture, I talked to two
young men. They were astounded to
learn that back in the bad old 1970s, it
was possible to get your rent
reduced. A tenant could take a
landlord to a rent tribunal and get
their rent reduced to a ‘fair’ level.
Today, rent controls could still be an
effective measure. They could not
only reduce cost of housing to
tenants, but also the amount of
Housing Benefit going to private
landlords. The savings could even be
redirected into house building..

Leicester Secularist
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Dr Ian Tennant’s Lecture -15th June

Positive Money
Harr y Perr y

I had been looking forward to this talk for some time. I'd
read economics as part of my degree back in the late 70s.
I learned the Keynesian demand management model at
just the time that monetarism was sweeping all before it.
Thatcher and Joseph, Reagan and Friedmann, et al, were
convincing a receptive world that the cause of rapid
inflation was too much money in circulation.
Governments, it was said, had not controlled their
budgets and departments routinely overspent them
with the uncontrolled creation of new money.
Privatisation and cuts in government spending were the
cure.

Money is a curious slippery thing
But after the monster of inflation in the UK had been
slain by the ensuing mass unemployment it seems that
the subsequent deregulation had given the banks
licence to create money willy-nilly. All they had to do
was to agree to lend you some money and then, by
punching a few keys on a computer, a credit balance
magically appeared in your bank account. No gold
bars, no bundles of paper notes, just a permission to
spend, spend, spend! But oddly, no runaway inflation.
Money is a curious and slippery thing.
Dr Ian Tennant, on 15th June, disarmingly began his talk
on 'Positive Money' by confessing he was not an
economist but a medical researcher and lately an
environmental campaigner. He had been won over to
the Positive Money (PM) campaign through concern
over the influence of money in society.
The picture created by the PM campaign is that banks
create money in an uncontrolled way. But the Bank of
England's Quarterly Bulletin for Q1 of 2014, in a backhanded compliment to PM, addresses just this issue,
explaining in considerable detail the controls that the
Bank uses to manage the creation of money by the
banks. As the Bulletin article points out, the way money
creation is often taught in economics text books has been
overtaken by the real world.

Limitations
Like many young economists I learned that banks took
in deposits and then, because only 10% of it was ever
needed at any one time as cash, they were able to lend
out, on the back of their savers' deposits, up to ten times
what they had in the vaults – and charge interest on it
while paying depositors only a fraction of what 'their'
money was earning! I thought that unfair enough at the
time but perhaps the current situation is even worse.
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But the Bank of England argues there are a number of
limitations on the amount of money banks can create.
One of these, on which they place considerable
emphasis, is the effect of competition from other banks.
Banks will be at risk if they take too much money in on
instant access accounts as a run can quickly gather
momentum. So they increasingly seek to get money
deposited for longer terms by offering greater interest
rate incentives on time bonds. Additionally, they are at
greater risk from e.g. housing loans with a high loan to
value ratio – when a market crash could leave them
with bad debts. This risk may encourage banks to hold
reserves above the regulatory minimum. These market
pressures have a tendency to limit bank lending.
Another is the 'prudential' regulation of the BoE itself,
although it admits that its rules on reserve back-ups
have only a minor effect. The Bulletin also points out
that money also gets destroyed as people pay off their
debts – sometimes with the money created as loan
finance.

Quantitative easing
The BoE's control of interest rates is its major weapon in
managing demand in the economy – and thus demand
for loan finance – and thus the rate at which new money
is created. If inflation is rising above the government's
target (currently 2% p.a.) then it can increase interest
rates and choke off the demand that is driving the
inflation. It has even recently taken steps to try to
control sectoral inflation in house prices by insisting
that lenders make more checks on borrowers' ability to
repay the loans.

continued
The Bulletin also explains (as per Keynes in the 1930s)
that when interest rates have been kept on the floor for a
long time (as now) in an attempt to stimulate more
borrowing (growth), but this isn't leading to growth,
than other more exceptional measures can be taken – for
example, the policy of quantitative easing. This
involves requiring private companies holding
government stocks to sell them back to the government.
The government, in effect, 'prints' money to pay the
companies for the stocks and this money is then
inevitably 'deposited' in the companies' bank accounts,
thereby making more money available to banks to lend
out. The BoE insists that this is not giving banks free
money.

AFGHANISTAN
A Difficult Birth

Bob Churchill at the Secular Hall
Janey Moffat (above) brought us her short film about women
in Afghanistan on Sunday 29th June

Money Quadrupled
Ian Tennant explained that between 1968 and 2008 the
amount of money in the UK economy had quadrupled.
Over half of this had gone into property – inflating
values in the process. Over 30% went into financial
services and just 8% into business activity.
But there seems to be no clear statement of what PM is
intended to address. Much of the argumentation
appears rather technical and elusive for the layperson to
grasp. It even makes one wonder why ordinary noneconomist folk are getting so enthusiastic about it. It is
when they get onto the more social aspects of the
campaign that it becomes easier to grasp. They point
out that the way banks are able to create money is
almost completely undirected. Priorities for bank
lending are obviously not subject to democratic control
and they merely follow what looks most likely (to the
millions of entrepreneurs and punters out there in the
real world) to generate the highest returns. This means
short-termism, with its dangers of boom and bust, and
no transparency on what our collective savings and
newly created money is being used for. But that is the
nature of the capitalist beast. If we want to shape our
society to a particular model or way of life then free
market capitalism isn't the way to do it.
There was a lively discussion at the end of the talk, in
addition to numerous (and often annoying!)
interruptions during the course of it. These led to Mr
Tennant summarising the campaign's objective as
bringing the creation and use of money under
democratic control. They are calling for a Money
Creation Committee (not the BoE) to decide how much
the government can spend and on what and a policy of
creating money 'free of debt' for lending into the real
economy and not into e.g. property price bubbles.

During her visit to Kabul in 2013, she talked to Afghan
women about their experiences.

Above: at a crowded women’s refuge in Kabul, where
workers had been kidnapped. The film looked at the huge
difficulties women face. 72% of Afghan women are illiterate
and many lack access to decent health provision. The film was
a tribute to the many courageous women who want to
improve the position of women in Afghanistan.

A stimulating evening for the thirty odd people
attending.

Leicester Secularist
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continued

SECULAR WORLD NEWS
Violins from Leicestershire Arts
Thus when Knighton Fields Drama,
Dance and Music Centre was cut
and closed they had a bunch of
violins that they would have no
room to store in their new premises.
Someone there had seen an article
about taking a few violins to Nueva
Esperanza before, and 'phoned me
to say that the instruments would go
on the tip if I could not take them
away…
So that is how nine other members
of the support group took one violin
each as cabin luggage, and I took a
bag with seven instruments in. My
partner, Caroline Moles, carried a
case of thirty-five Chime Bars that
were being thrown out by a
secondary school: they went to
Nueva Esperanza's Primary School.
So that's it. Of course I would rather
that the instruments went to local
children – but the whole, sinful
closure of Knighton Fields was
rushed through, and the
instruments, even those in a poor
state of repair are really appreciated
where they have gone to..

from the National Secular Society

US SUPREME COURT BACKS PRAYERS DURING GOVT MEETINGS
The U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that opening public meetings with
prayer does not automatically violate the Constitution's ban on
government endorsement of religion.
On a 5-4 vote the Supreme Court upheld the right of the town of Greece,
New York, to open its meetings with mostly Christian prayers. The court
found that sectarian prayer doesn't violate the Establishment Clause, as
long as no religion is advanced or disparaged, and residents aren't
coerced.
The court's decision was criticised by Rev. Barry W. Lynn, executive
director of Americans United, which sponsored the lawsuit, and
campaigns for the preservation of the principle of church-state
separation. He said the decision "relegated millions of Americans – both
believers and nonbelievers – to second-class citizenship".
“This ruling is out of step with the realities of modern-day America," Said
Rev Lynn. "In a country where pluralism and diversity are expanding
every day, a Supreme Court decision that gives the green light to
'majority-rules' prayer at local government is exactly what we don't
need."
An opinion piece for the New York Times described the decision as
"lamentable" and called the Supreme Court's ruling "a defeat for religious
neutrality".

Religion and World War One

Billions spent
Billions are spent on armaments,
and the same on wars overseas in
countries with which I have no
personal quarrel. Bankers accrue
vast sums and vast sums are
s q u i r r e l e d a wa y i n s e c r e c y
jurisdictions where they are
invisible. They still plan to spend
£100 billion on replacing Trident
nuclear missile submarines.
Meanwhile we are told to suffer
“austerity”. This means that young
people lose Arts services, classes get
larger, and people with disabilities
will have to pay more for an extra
room in which to keep their
equipment.
We must all struggle for Peace,
Social Justice and clean drinking
water for all.

How democratic is the EU?

A chaplain conducting church service from the nacelle of a Royal Aircraft Factory
F.E.2b night bomber at No. 2 Aeroplane Supply Depot, 1 September 1918.
© Imperial War Museums
Leicester Secularist
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Wilf Gaunt

Beating Bacon’s Drum
“All students and undergraduates should lay aside their
various authors and only follow Aristotle and those that
defend him. All sterile and inane questions departing or
disagreeing from ancient and true philosophy are forbidden.”
Francis Bacon’s ‘New Organon’ protested the above
notice adorning the entrance of Trinity College
Cambridge in his day, which reflected the ecclesiastical
monopoly and strict curriculum control of university
learning of his time, introduced some three centuries
earlier by St. Aquinas. That monopoly may since have
been wrested from ecclesia, but not discarded: merely
adapted to enforce the ‘true’ path laid down by the
science and mathematics’ faculties; and achieved
through the mind numbing, no questioning allowed,
brainwashing effect of the exam system (agree, or else
no further progress).
It wasn’t always so. The dropping of the ‘atomic’ bombs
on Japan resulted in physics’ research and knowledge
consequently becoming a state secret; giving this branch
of science an air of mystery and untouchability. At that
time, I was a student at an engineering technical college,
and our English teacher addressed the class saying: “I
used to laugh at scientists’ claims, but I won’t laugh at
them any more.” He wasn’t alone. The mathematical
results of the small Berlin team’s decades of open and
public physics research, published in early 1939, had
been greeted with incredulity; prompting Einstein’s
famous letter to President Roosevelt, warning him of the
possible consequences should he ignore them.
Roosevelt’s realisation of what those consequences for
the world would be if Hitler’s lot managed to develop
the phenomenon into a weapon; prompted, in its turn,
his launching of the Manhattan project.

Bright Sparks
Laurel and Hardy’s ‘A Chump at Oxford’, ‘Brideshead
Revisited’, and ‘Pride and Prejudice’ all expose the prewar, centuries-old practice of allowing youths, of
suitably higher class status and wealth, admission to
our traditional universities (both of them) without
enquiring too deeply into their intellectual prowess
(exams were passports for the lower-orders). This,
together with those universities’ main, official purpose
of being seminaries to churn out church officials
(“ensuring there’d be at least one gentleman in every
parish”) had the effect of enabling brighter sparks the
freedom to conduct extra curriculum studies:
researching, experimenting, and criticising each other’s
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findings or hypotheses. This free roaming intellectual
pursuit (Newton’s, for instance) enabled novel notions
to be aired, investigated, and discussed: whatever their
source. Only their immutable seminary studies could
not be questioned.
However, the strict introduction of the examination
system for further progression in all subjects, where no
divergence of view is tolerated, puts established
outcomes into the same no-questions-allowed category
as the old seminary subjects; arousing the same
reaction, should you try discussing objections thereto,
as that displayed by graduates of seminaries or
madrasas when their absolute truths are questioned.
All established scientific outcomes and interpretations,
having been ‘proved’ according to the current rule
book, are set in stone.
The body of the notice, heading this essay, has long
since mouldered away in its grave; but its soul goes
marching on.

Neoteny
After I’d written this article, an email posting came
through from the London Atheists’ Meetup Group,
wondering at the phenomenon (as I have often done) of
highly educated Muslim youths being such easy prey
for extremist propaganda. This brought the concept of
'neoteny' to mind: where our exam controlled further
education system forces the pre-puberal acceptance of
information from presumed 'reliable' sources, without
applying any critical examination thereof, being
carried forward into the adult stage.
In our education system, the more successful a student,
the more likely they are to be afflicted by this neotenic
aberration. Though Identifying the problem is one
thing; while finding an effective answer is quite a
fraught other.

Mark Lucas

Is Laicism a Punishment?
Our Brothers in Arms across The fucked, sodomised or otherwise
Channel, or La Manche have interfered with by those poor sex
boldly and clearly stated:
starved catholic creatures called
La France est une République priests.
indivisible, laïque, démocratique et
sociale. Elle assure l'égalité devant la
loi de tous les citoyens sans distinction
d'origine, de race ou de religion. Elle
respecte toutes les croyances.
Laicism or Secularism is enshrined
in the very first sentence of the 1st
Article of the Constitution dated
1958.
Laicism (Secularism) Punished
In days of yore Laicism, along with
all manner of heresies such as
Jewishness, Witchcraft, Deism,
Catharism and Sexual Child Abuse
by priests, was roundly punished
in France and across the Iberian
Peninsula through into South
America.
Throughout the
centuries the Congregation of the
Holy Office of the Inquisition, the
leading light of Catholic
Fundamentalism, burnt and
tortured its way to glory.

De-frocking
In the last 10 years 884 catholic
priests have been de-frocked for
sexual peccadilloes with children.
The latest addition to this
inglorious list is a bloke called Jozef
Wesolowski, a person of such high
morals that he had become an
A r c h b i s h o p a n d Va t i c a n
Ambassador to the Dominican
Republic. Unfortunately this
wicked sinner can no longer be
burnt at the stake or have his
entrails plucked from his living
belly, instead he was sentenced to
the direst possible punishment
available to the CDF: sentenced to
LAICIZATION.
Losing the Clerical State

Whereas I had always understood
that the buggering, masturbating,
hand in your pants type of priest
was sentenced to that common or
garden shaming known as
The Mantle of the Inquisition
DEFROCKING.
In fact
Although the practise of "The
ecclesiastically this punishment is
Inquisition" as such was banished
known as "losing the clerical state".
in the 19th century, the Holy Office
continued extant up to this day: in So in the Vatican's mealy mouthed
1908 it was renamed the fashion, they try to deny
Congregation for the Holy Office, responsibility for these sexual
and in 1945 assumed its present criminals by attempting to force
name: Congregation for the them upon that Honourable
Doctrine of the Faith (CDF). segment of Society who adhere to
Indeed Ratzinger was for 24 years all things Secular. Well listen here
the proud inheritor of the mantle of Sr. P. Francisco, I am not having any
the Inquisition as head of the CDF. of it. We are not having your 2nd
hand degraded immoral
To d a y t h i s A n c i e n t O r d e r
specimens on our team.
You
"promote(s) and safeguard(s) the
created them: you keep them.
doctrine on faith and morals in the
whole Catholic world" Self evidently Canon Law
this brief includes, and rightly so, Canonically speaking you are also
safeguarding children from being plain wrong. Don't you even read

your own rule book? (What's
Ratzinger doing in his rat-hole, can
he not act as your consultant on
this?). According to Canon Law 290
"Once validly received, sacred
ordination never becomes invalid.
A cleric, nevertheless, loses the
clerical state... So there we have it,
in a nutshell, once a priest always a
priest, even though he loses his job
and his uniform. Even the Curia
must be aware that even a
defrocked priest can administer
Rites in extremis.
A Priest Until Death
So where is the Laicism in all this?
A priest is a priest until death and
never, ever, even to the end of days,
shall he be permitted entry to the
Brotherhood of Laicism. He may
"lose the clerical state" but
indubitably does not attain the
grace of Secularism.
Reclaim Laicism
Secularists of the World Unite.
Reclaim Laicism for You and For
Yours For Evermore. For it is not a
punishment to be handed out by
the Papacy. It is an Honour and a
hard won Honour at that.
Vive la Laicité!
Leicester Secularist
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OUR HISTORY
ITEMS FROM SECULAR SOCIETY’S PAST
Research by Ned Newitt

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION IN BOARD SCHOOLS
The Rev. Stewart Headlam At The Secular Hall
Leicester Chronicle - Saturday 2nd Febrary 1896
The Rev. Stewart Headlam, an East-end clergyman and a member of the
London School Board lectured at the Secular Hall, on Sunday evening, on
ths subject of religious education in Board Schools. Mr. Wilford vicepresident of the Leicester Secular Society, occupied the chair, and there was
only a moderate attendance. The Lecturer said the simple expression
religious education admitted of several definitions. Any rule of conduct
which had any obligation behind it might be said to be a matter of religion,
and he certainly felt that any teacher had a perfect right to teach these
ordinary moral lessons. Of course if that were all that was meant by
religious education in the Board
schools, then in the London election
they would have been all more or
less at one and would all have agreed
that they desired this sort of moral
and religious education being given.
But in London they had from the
very beginning of the Board school
system gone very much further than
that. He did not think it was the
business of the State to teach the
principles of religion in the State
schools. (Cheers.)
They saw at once the difficulty it
landed them in. From his (Mr
Headlam's) point of view it was a
monstrous thing and a disgrace to
the Church for her clergy to ask the
State to do this portion of her work work for which she was endowed
and established, namely, the
instruction of the young in the
principles of religion.

the vast majority of Board schools
throughout England at the present
time.
The Boards could not attempt to
teach all the creeds, but they
manipulated religion by taking
some of the more important
t e a c h i n g s . To h i s m i n d t h e
clergymen of the country had taken
up altogether the wrong side of this
question up to the present time. But
whilst he was for secular education
he also favoured the reading of the
Bible in the schools, and he could not
see why Secularists should object to
it. To his mind it should be read not
as inspired and to be accepted for
general belief, but should be read
just like they read Shakespeare,
Wordsworth, Shelley, and other
great masters of English literature,
passages carefully selected being
read to the children and explained in
such a way as to make them
understand the words and
sentences.

Mr. Gladstone had said, "Woe worth
the day when the men of this world
shall take into their noncommissioned hands the duty of
manipulating Christian religion,"
and he thoroughly agreed with him It was not the business of the State or
in that remark, but this was exactly of School Boards to teach dogmas, or
the thing which was being done in doctrines or principles of religion in
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Stewart Duckworth Headlam
(1847–1924), photo by F. A. Swaine.
Prior to 1905, local schools were run by
elected boards. Stuart Headlam was a
socialist and a member of the Church of
England. He sat on the London School
Board from 1882 until its demise.
Like other Socialists, he favoured the
retention of the directly elected School
Boards as being more democratic than
schools being run by local authorities.
In 1907, he was elected to the London
County Council for the Progressive
Party, sitting until his death.
the schools, and by insisting upon it
they were inflicting unjust and cruel
tests upon teachers. He hoped that
some day the clergy would rise to
their duty in this respect, but anyhow
it was not the duty of the people as
citizens to force the principles of
religion upon any children, and if the
Church would not do its duty in this
respect then the children would have
to do without it. That was perhaps a
wrong thing for him to say, for as the
majority of people were not
Secularists they would insist on the
clergy giving the children that
religious teaching in the proper way.
So far as the Board Schools were
concerned the main thing the public
had to insist on was that they should
go ahead in every way, improving
the Secular education, and keeping
children at school longer than they
were kept there now. (Cheers)

NAT I ONAL NEWS
from the National Secular Society

Ofsted guidance on inspecting faith schools reveals

CAPITULATION TO RELIGIOUS DEMANDS
The National Secular Society has accused Ofsted of
"capitulating to oppressive religious demands." This
comes after the schools regulator told inspectors that
gender segregation in faith schools should not be taken
as a sign of inequality.

Muslim Faith Schools
In recently updated guidance on inspecting publicly
funded "faith schools", inspectors are advised that in
Muslim faith schools: "boys and girls may well be taught
or seated separately according to the specific context,
particularly during collective acts of worship. This
should not be taken as a sign of inequality between
different genders."
The guidance also cautions inspectors to be mindful to
not misinterpret the wearing of the 'hijab' or headscarf
as a sign of repression but instead to "understand that
Muslim females see this as a part of their identity and a
commitment to their beliefs within Islam".
The guidance says most schools have a uniform for boys
and girls which represents the "Islamic principle of
modesty".

Jewish Schools
In mixed sex Jewish schools, inspectors are told that
boys and girls are "in reality" taught separately –
sometimes on two different sites some distance from
one another. When inspecting Jewish schools female
inspectors are advised to wear a skirt rather than
trousers and a blouse, but that any blouse worn should
cover the collar bone. When inspecting strictly ultraorthodox schools, inspectors are warned to "avoid
wearing bright colours, and red in particular".

Chris Lloyd and Keith Buck of Talon

Art & Music
Inspectors are advised that art and music lessons in
Muslim schools can be "restricted", that health and sex
education will be taught within Islamic studies and that
daily prayers will often dictate the shape of the school day.
In a section on "etiquette", female inspectors are advised
to wear a trouser suit or longer skirt and jacket to cover their
arms". Female inspectors are also recommended to "carry a
scarf in case they enter the prayer room.
According to the guidance Muslim men do not usually
shake hands with women, and Muslim women do not
shake hands with men. Ofsted advises that the "best
policy is not to offer to shake hands unless someone
offers their hand to you".
It says inspectors also need to be aware that they may
find themselves providing feedback from a lesson to a
teacher that may be wearing a full 'niqaab' (face and
head cover). In some schools male inspectors are told
they will need another female present in order to give
feedback to a female teacher.
The guidelines lay down that when inspecting singlesex religious schools, the inspection team should reflect
the gender of the school.

The guidance appears to be at odds with Department
for Education policy. A spokesperson for the DfE, said:
"We are clear that segregation in the classroom is
wrong. The Equalities Act applies to all types of school
and it is unlawful for schools to discriminate against a
pupil by treating them less favourably because of their
sex.”

National Secular Society
The National Secular Society called on Ofsted to review
its guidance.
Keith Porteous Wood, NSS executive director, said:
These guidelines reveal a disturbing capitulation to
oppressive religious demands in publicly funded schools. It
also highlights the extent to which religious identities are
being foisted on young people whilst at school.
"The guidance serves to normalise practices inconsistent
with values such as personal liberty and gender equality,
which should be promoted in schools, not eroded.
“The apparent willingness to sacrifice the National
Curriculum and sex and relationships education in order to
accommodate religious dogma betrays children's rights and
poorly equips pupils for life outside the school gates."
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The copy deadline for the next edition is 12 noon,
on Friday 29th August 2014.

Drones to Deliver the Secularist?

Members of the L.S.S. Board gather to assess the
latest in drone technology. You can save them the
trouble by getting the online edition.

Disclaimer, Code of Conduct and Copyright
The Leicester Secularist is a not-for-profit undertaking of Leicester
Secular Society. Please note that the views and proposals expressed in
this journal are not necessarily those of the Editor or the Board of the
Society, and the Editor, the Society and its officers accept no liability for
views expressed. As the journal of a Freethought organisation any
member’s views may be published subject to the usual constraints of
avoiding libel, occasional editing to fit the space available and intrinsic
merit.
When writing please abstain from gratuitous bad language and avoid
being unnecessarily offensive, especially to other members! We
express our thanks for non-Society images sourced under the fair use
convention for the purposes of debate and education. Resolution is
reduced to prevent onward commercial use. The contents may be
reproduced at will unless the item is accompanied by a copyright
symbol. An acknowledgement of the source (for original material)
would be appreciated - with a link to the Society website.
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